SELECTED REFERENCES

**BOLD = SEPN ACADEMIC**

*BOLD = STUDENT OR POST-DOCTORAL RESEARCHER*

**UNDERLINED = SEPN ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBER**

### SOCIAL MEDIA & NEW MEDIA ACCOUNTS

2. Twitter: @SEPNetwork
3. Website: [www.sepn.ca](http://www.sepn.ca)
4. YouTube Channel: [https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRy7ihnIMatqHe-DWVXpGDA](https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRy7ihnIMatqHe-DWVXpGDA)

### SCHOLARLY PAPERS

Published – Accessible through [www.sepn.ca/resources](http://www.sepn.ca/resources)


   a. *Included in a Virtual Special Issue dedicated to Environmental and Sustainability Education Policy Research*


   a. *Included in a Virtual Special Issue dedicated to Environmental and Sustainability Education Policy Research*


In Review


**PAPERS IN NON-REFEREED JOURNALS**


**JOURNAL SPECIAL ISSUES**

1. Climate Change Education. *Environmental Education Research*. Forthcoming Special Issue to be Co-Edited by Marcia McKenzie and Alan Reid.

BOOKS


CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


RECENT CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS


Regenerative Studies and Prescott College; Jesse Bazzul, University of Regina; Clare Hintz, Journal of Sustainability Education; Mandisa Wood, Napa Valley College. 2016 North American Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE) Research Symposium, Madison, WI.


**Major Projects, Theses, and Dissertations**


NON-SCHOLARLY PUBLICATIONS

Research Briefs - Available for download at www.sepn.ca/resources


Infographics - Available for download at [www.sepn.ca/resources](http://www.sepn.ca/resources)


Reports - Available for download at [www.sepn.ca/resources](http://www.sepn.ca/resources)


Videos – Accessible on SERI’s YouTube Page
[https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRy7ihnIMatqHe-DWVXgGDA](https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRy7ihnIMatqHe-DWVXgGDA)


News Articles Featuring SEPN or SEPN Data


News Releases


   a. *Also available as U of S press release at http://words.usask.ca/news/2014/12/01/canadas-educational-institutions-lagging-in-addressing-sustainability-say-researchers

